Blackheath U13 Cricket Tour 2018

On the evening of Friday 4th May an enthusiastic and excited group of cricketers gathered at the
Holiday Inn Express, Southampton for the annual Blackheath Cricket Tour. Early anxieties were
swiftly allayed when it was confirmed that Carla had actually turned up with more than one item of
clothing and that the Holiday Inn Express did indeed have a wine list (albeit not to Lesley’s taste).
The boys had a team talk in the Solent Conference Room and the adults spent a very pleasant
evening chatting, eating and wondering what all the pre-schoolers were doing running around in a
state of frenzied hyper-excitement. The answer quickly became apparent: Peppa Pig Land, of course.
Breakfast was busy and ever so slightly chaotic. Could these Peppa Piggers get any more excited?
They now sported branded miniature rucksacks and balloons. I digress. The boys enjoyed an
informative and interesting tour of the Aegeas Bowl whilst Caroline tried out her new business idea
as a mass caterer on a sandwich production line.

After the tour and in surprising but welcome glorious sunshine, we travelled to a rather lovely school
which boasted splendid grounds for matches against Hampshire District sides. Bliss: a cricket tour
with wall to wall sunshine and the highest temperatures on record for an early spring bank holiday.
New bottles of sun cream were cracked open and the dust was brushed off the flip flops.

Blackheath v Hampshire District - Match Report
After Caroline had decided upon her catering location, parents had bagged their spot for maximum
sunbathing opportunity and the captains tossed, we were ready to begin. The opening ten overs
were shared by Curtis and Thompson. The contrast of spin and pace meant that the batsmen found
it tough to gain some rhythm. There was as the odd lbw shout and occasional edge, but the batsmen
made a steady start. Caroline’s moist banana bread was a welcome distraction from the cricketwatching and spectators commented on the succulent, slightly sweating, oozing soggy bottom which
was enjoyed by all.

The introduction of Theo and Jones had an immediate impact. Theo’s superb accuracy yielded a
wicket as the ball took out middle stump with a satisfying clatter. Archie took an impressive caught
and bowled. Hampshire retired their opening batsman and Archie followed up swiftly with a superb
delivery hitting the stumps. The pressure was ratcheted up on the opposition. Stanley and BoltonMason proved to be a successful bowling partnership, keeping the batsmen honest and delivering
some awkward spin on a pitch with surprising amounts of turn. Bolton-Mason enjoyed a most sweet
caught and bowled.
Drewitt and Bushnell continued Blackheath’s fine work. With the score at 109 for 5 off 27 overs,
Drewitt sent down a beauty and Hampshire’s best-looking batsman was caught behind quite
brilliantly by Stiles. Caroline was most perturbed to see that Gareth was troubled by counting balls
during an over commenting that, ‘he only needs to shift his marbles from one pocket to the other.’
Blackheath’s fielding was sharp; throws from the outfield were accurate and, on a very slow outfield,
boys chased down balls and prevented plenty of boundaries. In the thirty fourth over Curtis claimed
a wicket which was well held in the field by Thompson, despite his mother’s anxiety. Blackheath
claimed a last wicket off the final ball with a calmly executed run out. Hampshire District finished on
147 for 8 off 35 overs.
After a swift lunch in the shade, Stiles and Niel opened the batting for Blackheath. Despite a pacy
opener, Stiles showed his quality, confidently cutting a couple to get Blackheath off to a magnificent
start. Stiles played some classy drives and looked every inch a quality opener, playing particularly
strong shots on the off side, often backward of point. Niel also batted nicely showing composure and
patience. Stiles was eventually bowled for a splendid 31, having got Blackheath off to a fabulous
start. Curtis came unstuck to a ball which stayed incredibly low. Thompson suffered a similar fate on
an unpredictable wicket, whilst Neil fared much better, striking the ball with confidence and
conviction. Niel amassed a super 27, demonstrating some stylish shots. Jones played a controlled
innings, complemented by clear and sensible calling, resulting in a valuable 17 runs.

Bolton-Mason stood firm, played himself in and ended with a wonderful 10 runs, during which he hit
some truly lovely shots. An unfortunate run out stalled our progress and the chance of victory was
receding. Stanley was out to a pacy and penetrating delivery, which came off only a three pace run
up. His team mates helpfully told him that he'd been 'baited'. Stiles re-entered the fray, joining
Bushnell with 41 runs still to get. With plenty of overs remaining, the run rate was not a problem,
but Blackheath were running out of wickets and quickly.
Tension mounted, nails were bitten and parents’ anxiety peaked. Blackheath edged ever so slowly
towards the target. Bushnell released a little pressure with a most welcome four down to third man.
Our last two batsmen put up a valiant fight and battled bravely; it was a very big ask for them to get
the win for Blackheath. The boys came up a little short as Stiles was bowled despite looking
composed under pressure.
For many boys, this was the first match of the season and, on a difficult wicket, many boys gave an
excellent account of themselves in surprisingly hot conditions. Spectators enjoyed the cricket
enormously, although for one or two, comfort was seriously compromised due to woefully
inadequate application of suncream.
After some entertaining and high quality cricket, a few of the party headed for the nearest beer
garden and others decided to check out the Lakeside Bar at the Hilton, which was conveniently
opposite our own lovely but not quite as classy hotel. (Was it the Piggers or the Cruisers we tried to
avoid?) The boys had another team talk covering strategy and tactics for the following day and then
enjoyed fish and chips, or the curiously delicious deep fried macaroni cheese 'bites'. As the evening
progressed and the tequila arrived, we gradually succumbed to the exertions of the day and retired
to our quite small double beds or luxuriated in the smugness of having booked a twin room.

Sunday 6th May
Breakfast for the boys was squeezed in between the Piggers and Cruisers. Adults appeared
randomly, arrival times largely influenced by the soreness of heads. After arriving at the sports
ground of King Edward’s School, Southampton, we found the cricket whisperer disappointingly quiet,
perhaps due to a thudding skull and / or iPad scoring duties. As a result, the quality of comments
dipped alarmingly: ’Who is the captain this morning?’ ‘The one in the white trousers.’ (Thanks Alex).
Some mums scoured the surrounding playing fields in search of callipygous adult sportsmen, but to
no avail. Those who had burned the previous day in the sizzling conditions slathered on the factor 50
– ever heard the one about the gate and the horse that bolted? Spectators settled into their sweaty,
nylon camping chairs and we were ready for Blackheath to spring into action.

Blackheath bowled first and were immediately off to a fantastic start. Two maidens exerted pressure
on the Hampshire batsmen. Cathrew bowled with impressive precision and vicious intent, making
the first breakthrough in the sixth over with Hampshire 7 for 1. Bowling with pace, length and
accuracy, Eves claimed his first wicket, ably caught by Kassar. Continuing with tight and aggressive
bowling Eves claimed a well deserved second wicket, with R-S bagging a smart catch.
Head coach Poil decided a change was due and introduced the wily spin of Curtis and R-S. This
change up resulted in some oohs and aahs from the spectators as the batsmen were occasionally
bamboozled and the ball passed the bat. R-S was rewarded with a wicket as ‘safe hands’ Curtis took
a regulation catch at short mid on. Wickets tumbled with pleasing rapidity as Curtis’ delivery passed
the bat and Stiles’ sharp work behind the stumps yielded a fifth wicket. Hampshire were 18 for 5 off
12 overs – a magnificent start.
R-S kept Hampshire in a stranglehold trapping the number sixth batsman lbw in the twelfth over.
Stanley continued the spin attack from the Motorway End, bravely offering up plenty of flight and
asking questions of the batsmen. Drinks were taken with Hampshire on 28 for 6 off 15 overs.

After a much needed drinks break, Niel entered the attack; his impeccable and unplayable first two
deliveries brought Blackheath two more wickets with such speed that the spectators had not even
returned to their seats. The Blackheath fielders closed in, hoping for a Neil hatrick, but to no avail.
Stanley finished the innings off swiftly, bowling out the final batsman. Hampshire finished the game
with 32 runs.
Stiles and Cathrew opened the batting for Blackheath and made a controlled and steady start on
what spectators decided must be a very soggy wicket indeed. After a fine seven overs, Stiles was
bowled for 9. R-S, batting at number three, began promisingly, driving an early ball for a couple as
Cathrew continued his mature and classy knock. Spin was the undoing of Cathrew as he popped up a
simple catch having contributed a significant 14. R-S scored quickly ending with 8 not out (which
included the only boundary of the day). Eves chipped in at the end with 3 not out. Blackheath won
convincingly by 8 wickets, needing only 13 overs.

Poil’s pre-match plans worked perfectly and the Blackheath boys left the field with a huge sense of
pride, each and every one of them having contributed to a marvellous team victory.

Parents and boys alike felt that it was one of the best tours ever. We would like to thank Chris once
more for his commitment, enthusiasm and tactical brilliance (eat your heart out Man Utd - you've
got Jose Mourihno, but we've got Chris Poil!) One of the highlights for me was after Blackheath had
pretty much wiped the floor with Hampshire County's North District side. I congratulated Chris and

he replied, 'We had a plan and the boys executed it. I'm really proud of them.' His delight was
obvious and infectious. Enormous thanks must also go to Pete Stanley and new boy Gareth
Buchanan-Robinson. We are lucky to have such a dedicated and wonderful team. One very special
and huge thank you is reserved for Caroline, who works tirelessly to make sure the tour is such a
resounding success every year. Caroline you are a Blackheath legend and cope with each and every
challenge with great humour and good grace.

